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THEOLOGY: AUGUSTINE TO CALVIN

In the thousand years of history between Augustine and Calvin,
certain great names tower above all others in the history of the development
of Chtistian doctrine. The Ifive greatest are: Augustine, Anselm,
Aquinas, Luther and Calvin* It is these five, therefore, to which we shall
limit our attention in this brief four-hour sketch of a thousand years of
Christian theology*

It is impossible to begin anywhere but with Augustine* He
sums up and clarifies all that came before him in theology, since the time
of the Apostle Paul, and so great is the influence of his massive intellect
that he unmistakeably shapes all the development of doctrine that comes
after him* Anselm, and Aquinas acknowledge him as master* Luther was an
Augustinian monk* As Presbyterians I suppose we would all like to think that
Calvin is the greatest theologican since Paul, but I think in truth we must
admit that our Presbyterianism is as much Augustinian as Calvinistic*
Hamack, the historican of dogma, calls Augustine incomparably the greatest ^
man in the Chtistian church between Paul the Apostle and Luther the Reformer","'
and in intellectual primacy he has had no equal in the history of the
Christian faith* Archibald Alexander ( The Thinkers of the Church* p« 87)
remarks that Augustine1 s theology not only laid the basis for Roman
Catholicism, hut is equally the foundation of Lutheranism and Calvinism*
"The orthodox faith, indeed, " he says, "of all the Churches is but a modified
Angustinianism*

"

• Aurelius Augustine was bom in Tagaste in the Roman Province of
Numidia, North Africa on Nov* 13, 35*t A. D. His father was a jovial, senskal
heathen* His mother, Monica, was a devout Christian, and it was due to her
early influence, Augustine says, that even in his darkest days of sin and
unbelief, he was never able completely to forget the name of Jesus Christ*
His family was poor, and only at great sacrifice was able to send him away
to a good school in Carthage where, although he distinguished himself in
his study of literature and philosophy, he very quickly fcfiii fell into loose
habits of living, and when he was only 18 years of age he became the father
of an illegitimate child*

He had at this time given up his Christian faith and fallen under
the influence of the Manichaeans* This was a new world religion appearing
in the east about the end of the third century, somewhat similar to Gnosticism,
but less Christian and better organized than the Gnostics. Religiously it
was a blend of Persian .Zoroastrianism and Christianity, with perhaps a little
touch of Buddhism. It was a thorough-going dualism, teaching that matter is
evil and only the spirit is good, and that therefore Jesus Christ could not
have had a human body. Salvation, it taught, was the release of the spirit
from the prison of the body. But by the time he was thirty, Augustine
became dissatisfied with Manichaeanisra , and in his restless search for truth
turned next to Neo-Platonism*

CD Sr. jma.3
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Neo-Platonism was the last effort of classical
Greek philosophy to fight off the ririrrt* challenge of
the rise of Christianity. Its founder, Ammonaeus Seccos,
had studied the Bible under the great theologian, Origen,
111 Al^fc^dria, afld in return had taught Origen DhilosoohvBut Seccos became convinced that Christianity and philosophy^ere irrecomO-lable en®aies ^ alienated himself from the Christian church. Like his

vlfn
f
fT

US
+
pupi

i*
he ught a mystic pantheism in an avain attempt to transform philosophy into a popular religion. Salvati

kisses4 oniy s
between God, the undefinable source of all being, and man, whose soul ischained to evil by the bondage of the body#

, . . ,
the year 386, however, as he describes it so dramatically inhis Confessions, Augustine found imethgqpraimfl

tomuasjc the only true answer to the problem of sin. For more than ten yearshe had sought in vain to find in philosophy the power that would lift himout of his life of licentious bondage to the desires of his body. Suddenly,“ h® 1 over
,

his sins in a garden, a voice spoke to him, "Take, and read".The book he picked up was the Epistle to the Romans, and it opened to the13th chapter, the iSttanann 12th to the 14th verses*
Cast off the works of darkness. ...reveling, drunkenness. •

•

debauchery...licentiousness... Pul on the Lord Jesus Christ
end make no provision for the flesh, to gratify its desires."

S
?+f

t laSt* 30(1 Playing, he found his peace, and the prayers ofhis mother were finally answered. The next year he was baptized, andftwjww* Utar was ordained a presbyter (priest), and in 395 was made
Bishop of Kippo, where he lived and wrote to the end of his days, in theyear 430 A. D.

Augustine1 s whole theology revolves around the dfctrine of the
absoluteness and sovereignty of God, which is as Calvinistic, of course,
as it is Augustinian# Here at last he came to rest, his body exhausted by

no^th^ h£L^f^^~—

?

eith
f
r.^,^he deepest of heresies

famous
Thee#®

phr
^To:

ases.
t himself in one of his most

until they find their rest in
or him, only the all-sufficiency of the Sovereign God could fill
T16SS of man* ® ^ ^the emptiness of manf s corrupted nature#

It was through his many writings that Augustine influenced the
whole church from his abscure little bishopric in far-off Hippo# Out of
his many writings, five great books are pre-eminent:

!• Confessiones (397-^00 A.D.). This is the account of his con.
version, and the record of his religious experience. It has been
called the first great book ever written on the psychology of
religion.

2. de Doctrina Christiana (397-426). In this botak On Christian
Doctrine, Augustine lays down his principles of Biblical interpretation
and exposition#
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3* Enchiridion ad Laurentinm (421 A.D. ) t in which work on
Faith, Hope and Love, he attempts to systematize his
theological thinking.

4. De Trinitate (395-^20 A.D.) in which Augustine gives
the doctrine of the Trinity its fihal orthodox form, a
form to which nothing significant was added until the time
of Calvin (see Warfield. Studies in Tertullian and Augustine,

p. 116)

5# De Civitate Dei (413-426 A.D. ), which crowned Augustine} s

lifetime of theological labor with the churches first
rational and Christian philosophy of history.

Just as Augustin* s theology centers positively around the doctrine
of the sovereignty of God, negatively it was formed in the heat of theological
battle as he struggled to defend the faith against three great enemies.
His Ifist conflict was against Manichaeanism, a heresy of which he himself
had once been a disciple. The second conflict was with the Donatists, who
divided the church in the most serious schism of the church* s first five
hundred years. The third conflict was with the Pelagians , whose heresy is
as alive and dangerous today as it was fifteen hundred years ago.
fhiaExthrjEgxMxfiiKlaxBaHxhiByM|ap In these three great conflicts, Augustine
as the champion of the Christian church won for it its three great battles
of the fifth century: (l) the battle against the Ahi dualism of the Manichees,
(2) the battle against the separatism of the Donatists , and (3) the battle
against the rationalism of the Pelagians.

Against the Manichees, Augustine maintains the omnipotence of
God, and the moral responsibility of man. A dualistic, false religion like
Manichaeanimm, he points out, makes evil as powerful as God. Impossible,
says Augustine. God is the only real being, and the only real good. (See,
Soliloquia, 1,1 (3)) Moreover, Manichaeanism reduces man to irresponsible
slavery to evil. His body is evil, and he cannot escape it, so sin is not
really his fault. Not so, says Augustine. While it is true that Adam, ty
his fall, transmits the incentive to sin to all his descendants, nevertheless
the freedom of man*s will is not thereby destroyed. A man* s acts are his own,
and sin cannot be blamed on anyone but the sinner. (De Libero Arbitrio )

Against the Donatists, Augustine becomes the first Christian
theologian to develope a systematic doctrine of the church , and in so doing he became
as Warfield says ( Studies in Tertullian and Augustine, p. 121) "in a true
sense the founder of Roman Catholicism". The problem he faced was that the
Donatists had divided and splintered the church of Christ. Nearly a century
before, in North Africa, they had refused to recognize axMnrinqg the authority
of a bishop who had compromised during the Wjo^etian_J>ersecutions and had
given up the Bible to be burned rather than die for the faith. So they
seceded and elected their own bishop. By the time of Augustine, there were
more Bathnli Donatist schismatics than Catholic Christians in North Africa.
Much can be said Ifor their passionate defense of the purity of the faith, but
to Augustine it seemed they had committed one unforgiveable sin: they had
divided the church. Their fluty was to stay in the church and reform it; not
to leave and divide it. As for their claim that they were now the only true
church, Augustine replied that their are four marks of the true church of
Christ: Mnlijy (1) unity, (2)sanctity, which he interpreted as possession
of the true sacraments, for sanctity is God*s holiness, not man*s worthiness,
(3) apostolicity, and (4) catholicity, by which he meant universality. Only
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the Raman Catholic Church possesses all four marks of
the true church, said Augustine* &cbe But to Augustine,

the authority of the church is invested in txkc the whole

fes council of apostolic bishops, not just in the Bishop of
Rome, and the remark later attributed to him by Roman

Catholic apologists: Rome has spoken; and the case is finished--Is pure

invention (see A Robertson, Augustinus in Diet * of Christian Biography, p.85).

Against the Pelagians, Augustine is the greatest of evangelical

theologicans. Where Pelagius the heretic contended that man by his own merit

could play a part in the earning of his salvation, Augustine demonstrated

once and for all from Scripture that salvation is by faith alone* In his
frvTst early years as a Christian Augustine had believed, as did most of the

Christians of his day, that although the grace of God is necessary to

salvation, the first step which opens the way to God*s grace is man 1 s own

act of faith (de Praed* III, 7). But a turning point came in the year 396.

In the first book he wrote as Bishop of Hippo (de Divers * Quaest * ad Simplic * I)

he says that he wrote that once "we labored in the cause of the freedom

of the human will, but the grace of God won the__day*" Man, according to

Augustine, has the power of choice betweerT^leraatives, but one thing he

cannot do, he cannot choose God without God* s help* This is the doctrine of
irresistible grace which a thousand years later was to prove so important in 3

the systematic theology of the great reformer, John Calvin. ( Enchiridion* 32)

This *** is Augustine at his best* Against the Manichees he
is to some extent only a Christianized philosopher, overthrowing their

dualism with Platonic idealism expressed in Biblical terms. Against

the Donatists, he is a bishop and a chmcrinmn Catholic churchman* Against

Pelagius, pride of philosophy vanishes and glory in the church fades before

a greater glory, itk the glory of the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and

Augustine the evangelical lays the foundations for the Reformation which

so many years later was to cleanse and purify the Church he loved.

3 "It is ; not to be doubted that the will of God, who made all things that he

would in heaven and earth and who also made those things that are to come,

cannot be resisted by human wills so that he may not do what he will* For

even with the very wills of men he does what he will, when he will*" (De

correptione et gratia, XIV (45))
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ANSELM

For six hundred years after the death of Augustine (lt30 A.D.) theology was in

eclipse. Even as Augustine died, the Vandals were hammering on the gates of Hippo,

the city of which he was Bishop. As Rome fell, first before the barbarians, and

then, in North Africa, before the Mohammedans, the great theological work of the

church fathers was halted and almost quenched. Rome ! s energies under leaders like

Gregory the Great (pcfc.590-60U A.D.) were directed not so much toward true doctrine,

as toward the building of the power of the church and of its pope. And the

Christian scholars of the new Germanic ch irches^ fm^M Mtnvn '‘were yet like

children, just wondering at the dogmatic creation of the past."
, J-,

j>.
'M

But as the Christian world approached the year 1000 A.D., a great wave of

apprehension swept through Europe that the end of the orId was at hand. The re-

sult was two-fold: (1) an increase of personal piety in the church, and (2) a

great stimulation of Christian theology. It was this two-fold combination, accelerated

by a third important factor, the rediscovery of Aristotelian philosophy, that pro-

duced in the next two hundred years (the 12th and 13th centuries) that flowering of

medieval Roman Catholic thought which is commonly called Scholasticism. The

greatest of the Scholastic Theologians n) in this Golden Age of

Catholicism was Aquinas, whom we shall study in our next lecture; but before

Aquinas came two earlier important thinkers: Anselm and Abelard, and of these two

we have picked for special attention Anselm, not only because the medieval renaissance

of theology begins with him, but also because he stands closer to the great central

line of orthodox Christian doctrine that leads from Paul to Tertullian to Augustine

through Anselm bo Luther^ and Calvin.

Anselm, the father of Scholasticism, was born in Italy in 1033. When his

father, a Lombard nobleman, opposed his wish to became a monk, he ran away from

home, making his way to Normandy and entering a monastery there in northern France

about the time that the Normans were conquering England. In 1093, he was brought
ur tautfHtrfhd

over to England by the Norman king, and Archbishop of Canterbu^ amw* head of

the
church.
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He was a high churchman and completely loyal to the Roman Pope against the

claims of the Kings of England, but his more enduring fame rests not on his church-

manship. or his unquestioning Catholicism, but on two great contributions he has

made to the history of doctrine: his proof of the existence of God, and his proof

of the Atonement.

As bibliographical reference material for Anselm, therefore, we need mention

only the two books of his which contain his statement of these two doctrines.

(1) The Proslogion gives in three short chapters (chapters 2-1* ) Anselm's

celebrated ontological proof of the existence of God.

(?) Kis even more famous Cur Deus Homo contains such a classic exposition and

defense of the doctrine of Christ's atonement for sin that it is still used today.
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Anselra's famous proof for the existence of God in the Proslogion.

he says, came to him all at onoe, almost like a vision, after a long period of
intense agony and spiritual struggle. In his zdal and love for God he had been

longing with great desire for some infallible, reasonable proof of God*s

existence, not only to stop the mouths of unbelievers but also to quiet the

restlessness of his own mind. So grMttyxritrtxtaB earnestly did he want to find

this one, final, unanswerable argument for God that he could not eat or sleep

or pray. Then suddenly the answer cam&»»a solution so short and simple that

he gives it in just a few pages of his bok.

In essence, it begins with the simple statement that the existence

of God is a truth which is impossible to deny because its denial involves a

contradiction. This statement he proceeds to prove by four logical propositions:

(1) God is that than which nothing greater4 can be conceived.

He exists in the understanding (since I have an idea of such a God).

But if he exists in the understanding, he must exist in reality also.
( 2 )

(3)
or the greater is less, since real existence is greater than existence
in'

:{EK
(4) Therefore, God cannot be conceived not to exist.

This form of closely reasoned argument illustrates well how the

theological method of the mediaeval church had changed radically from the theo-

logical method of the early church. The early church fathers based their

theological reasoning on the authority of the Bible and quoted Scripture to

prove their arguments. But in the middle ages the method had changed. Anselm

and the Scholastics, while not denying the Bible, do not argue from Scripture

but base their arguments on the authority of logic and philosophy.

Anselm* s whole argument, for example, depends on an acceptance of

the modified realism which had been developed by Augustine from Platonic philo-

sophy. Realism asserted that universal idea_s are as real as particulys, in

other words, that "mankind" (a universal idea that includes all men) is as real

as any individual, particular man whom you can see or touch. This point of

view was opposed by the philosophical school of thought called nominalism which

asserted that only the particular is real** in ofchfcr . wortfs-J that only individual

men Beally pdust, and that universal ideas like "mankind” are just names that

ajcist bniy ihrbie mind.

But more important for us than these philosophical foundations of

Anselm* s though, and even more important than his argument itself, is the whole

theological frame of mind in which Anselm moved. Anselm wrote his proof of the

existence of God 9GO years ago, but his theological insights are so profound

that as modem a theologian as Karl Barth confesses that his awn thinking is

grounded in Anselm* s theological methods. One of Barth* s early works was Anselm : Faith
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|V> Search of Understanding in which he acknowledges hi? debt to Anselm* s insight that

reason functions within the framework of faith.

Tbrirg is ~"fche foundation on which Anselm stands: "credo it intelligam, " or
A ;

"I believe in order that T may know." ( Prosl . 1). With Anselm faith comes first,

and reason follows—not the reverse. Tn this, of course, he is only standing on

the shoulders of the great Augustine who had said six hundred years before, *credimus

ut cognoscamus
,

f> "we believe in order that we may understand." In this, also, he

corrects the modern popular misconception that knowledge (science) comes first, and

faith only supplements knowledge as a rather shaky extra, carrying us on from where

scientific certainty ends into the somewhat less certain realm of the spiritual.

This will not do for Anselm. God, he says, can be proved to exist as certainly as

any scientific or philosophical fqct.

The doctrine of the Atonement, says Anselm in Cur Deus Homo , can be proved to

the unbeliever on purely rational grounds just as surely as the existence of God.

God had to become man. There wqs no other alternative. For there was no other

way for Him to save man. As Anselm argues:

(1) All men share the guilt and sin of Adam.

(2) This sin withholds from God the honor that is due to Him from man. HeW-W- 1 -• - . ••
. ....

must therefore demand that man restore to Him His honor.

(3) This can be done only by punishment of the guilty or the giving of satis-

faction to God.

(Ii) But punishment is impossible for that would defeat God*s whole purpose in

creating man since it would wipe out the human race. Therefore the only

alternative is to satisfy in some way God's offended honor.

(5) But what can man give back to God to satisfy His honor which he does not

already owe to God? hfftktuj.

(6) Only God can adequately make satisfaction. Rut it must be man who does
^ A

lt als° since it is man who is guilty. Therefore, God had to become man in
Jesus Christ, the God-man.
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Cur Dens Homo is without doubt Anselm1 s most important work.,

important because it pacta put an end once and for all to the thousancUyear-

old doctrine of the atonement as it had been taughtjS ty the church fathers.

The ancient church produces two famous theories of the atonement: one by

Irenaeus, and one by Origen in the third century.

The theory of Irenaeus is called the Recapitulation theory. It

explains Ch±ist , s work of redemption in terms of Christ as
^

the Second Adam

doing right for mankind everything that the first Adam had done wrong, and

ty
- this recapitulation of human history earning for man the eternal life that

the first Adam had forfeited through disobedience. iixjgaa In the succeeding

centuries, however, it was not this theory of the atonement that was accepted by

the Christian church. Instead of Irenaeus 1 s “recapitulation 1* theory, the

church fathers clear down to the middle ages followed Origan* s more dramatic

"Ransom" theory of the atonement. (See Origen. Coram. on Matt. 16:18; and

Contra Celsum H, 47; VIII, 54). Even Augustine ( Serin. 152,11) follows the popu-

lar trend of the ransom theory and mistakenly pictures the death of Christ as a

ransom paid by God to the devil to secure the release of sinners held in Satan* s

power.

But Anselm* s far better “Satisfaction" theory of the Atonement ended

the long reign of the "Ransom" theory. There are faults, to be sure, to be found

in it* (1) It tends to revive a kind of Gnostic dualism in its conception of

God the Father demanding justice on one side, and God the Son satisfying that

demand ty his goodness and love on the other; and (2) it is one-sided in its

emphasis on the death of Christ, rniyarnmn ignoring his whole life of obedience,

and (3) it fails to give any real assurance of salvation through the atonement.

All it does is to prove that salvation is possible. Anselm, like the rest of the

Catholic Schoolmen, believed that this salvation made possible by Christ must be

earned by men through their good works.
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But Anselm's theory must be credited with correcting Irenaeus'

s

overemphasis on the life of Christ and failure to connect the atonement with

Christ's death on the cross

But Anselm's theory was a major step forward in the history of doctrine.

He corrected Irenaeus by pointing out that the Atonement cannot be separated

from the MLeath of Christ on the cross. And he corrected Origen's almost Gnostic

dualism by showing that God does not have to strike a bargain with the devil to

save man. Moreover, what faults there were in Anselm's theory were soon to be

corrected by the great Reformers, Luther and Calvin, who took his doctrine of the

"satisfactory 11 atonementjmd kx with suitable changes made it the basis of their

own key doctrine of the "substitutionary" atonement for sin by Jesus Christ.

Anselm swept away the 1ttae theological misconceptions of centuries and pointed

Christian thinkers once again to three basic fundamentals of a Scriptural

understanding of the Atonement: (1) the sinfulness of man's sin, (2) the

holiness of God's justice, and (3) Jesus Christ as the only Atonement for sin.

Perhaps that is why the English theologian, James Denney, has

VV written, "The Cur Dens Homo is the greatest and truest book on the Atonement

that has ever been written." (The Atonement and the Modem Mind, p. 116)



AQUINAS

The greatest of all the theologians in the eleven hundred years

between Augustine and the Protestant Reformation was unquestionably Thomas Aquinas,

the prince of the Schoolmen. It is he who has given modern Roman Catholicism its

systematic theological foundation. So much so, that Roman Catholic theology

today can as appropriately be called Thomism as our Presbyterian theology can be

called Calvinism.

Thomas Aquinas was born in Central Italy in 1224. His father was the

Count of Aquino, related to the imperial family of Hohenstaufen. When he was

nineteen the young Aquinas, like Anselm before him, expressed a desire to become

a monk, and his noble family opposed this wish in every possible way. They even

went so far as to imprison him in the family castle for a whole year. But when

Thomas was about twenty years old he escaped and made his way to Paris where he

studied, and later taught, at the University of Paris, probably the greatest uni-

versity in the whole world of the 13th century.

He consistently refused high church honors, including the archbishopric

of Naples, in order to devfcte his life to study and teaching and writing. His

learning was immense, reaching into all fields—philosophy, ethics, natural
*

science and, of course, theology. His lifts? life ambition was to reconcile all

human knowledge— scientific and philosophic—with the Christian faith, and it is

a measure of his greatness that to the satisfaction of most people of his time

he accomplished this high goal.

Two hundred years earlier, Anselm had tried to show in the lease of a

few key hoctrines—the existence of God, and the Atonement— that there was no

conflict between faith and reason. Aquinas took up the same task, but greatly

enlarged its scope to include the whole range of teaching of the Christian church.

A further important difference between the two is that in Anselm 1 s time the

prevailing philosophy was Platonic, and Augustine centuries before had already
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done the major part of the difficult task of relating the Christian faith to

Platonism. By the time of Aquinas, however, the whole philosophic picture had

changed. The rediscovery of Aristotle, Plato 1 s pupil and rival, and the deepening

influence of Aristotelian!sm from the 12th century on, opened up a whole new

world of scientific and philosophic problems to the thinkers of Aquinas 1 s day.

Aquinas, therefore, broke sharply away from Augustinian Platonism. After Thomas

Aquinas, says Hamack, "Augustine falls and Aristotle rises", in Roman Catholicism

( Hist, of Dogma . VI, 166).

Aquinas 1 s great achievement, says Latourette, "was setting forth the

relation of reason and faith in such fashion that those to whom the Aristotelian

philosophy was definitive could feel that they might consistently remain Christians."

(A Hist , of Christianity , p. 510)

This was a far more difficult task than to reconcile Plato and

Christianity. Plato 1 s philosophic emphasis on the real existence of the world of

universal Ideas lent itself rather easily to Christian teaching about the reality

of the spiritual world. His emphasis also on the irnity of Iths the universe was

readily transformed by Christian thinkers into support for the doctrine of the

unity of all things in God. But Aristotle was more scientific and less philosophic,

in the modern sense of those words. He stressed not so much the world of ideas

but rather the natural world that can be seen and touched. He stressed not

the unity of universals, but the differences in particulars. So to meet these

new emphases in the world of his day, Thomas Aquinas had to begin with the bewildering-

ly diverse and material reality of the world about us, basing his arguments on what

the senses perceive, and attempting to build upward from this foundation a

reasonable road to faith in the One, Invisible God.

Of his many works, the two greatest books give in themselves -a most conv

prehensive and complete systematization of Christian doctrine and general knowledge

ever attempted. These books are:


